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December. There is also our regular report on the
summer Handel festivals in Germany, a review of the

Terence Best

THE HANDELFESTSPIELEIN GOTTINGENAND HALLE 1996
This year's summer Handel festivals in Germany were
arranged similarly to those of 1995, with Gottingen first (31
May to 3 June), followed after a brief interval by Halle (611 June); so once again the international Handel community could comfortably take in both.

GOTTINGEN

Gottingen displayed all its accustomed charm, accompanied
by good weather, to host a festival whose theme was
'Handel und seine deutschen Zeitgenossen': the contemporary most in evidence was naturally J. S. Bach. The
major Handel works were Riccardo Primo at the Deutsches
Theater under the direction, as in previous years, of
Nicholas McGegan, and Belshazzar, conducted by Marcus
Creed: indeed, the whole festival seemed dominated by
British performers, and in some circles there was even a
little murmuring about this phenomenon.
Riccardo is not as great an opera as Ariodante, which
was the 1995 offering, but it is still immensely enjoyable.
As is now normal in Gottingen, the production (by Kate
Brown) was excellent: there was a superb baroque decor,
including an impressive fortress whose wall had to be
breached in the final battle, beautiful costumes, and acting
that had just the right mix of naturalism and baroque
stylisation. This year the Hanover Band replaced the
Freiburger Barockorchester, and McGegan seemed to have
quickly established his usual joyous rapport with them. I
thought they played well, especially the wind department,

but some local opinion was Jess enthusiastic.
Penelope Walker sang Riccardo with panache and a
thorough mastery of style, although she was stretched by
some of the enormously difficult music written for
Senesino. Lynda Russell was outstanding as Costanza, and
Lorna Anderson's Pulcheria was also well sung and acted,
though she had a little too much sotto voce, which
sometimes did not carry well. David Thomas made a
splendid Isacio, although he indulged in some outrageous
overacting which introduced an entertainingly comic note
into an otherwise ruthless villain; and he clearly enjoyed
some of his well-known deep low notes (so did we). George
Mosley's Berardo was well done, with the best Italian
diction of the cast. Janet Shell did not quite make it as
Oronte: her voice was small, and often failed to come
effectively across the footlights. Overall, however, this was
another Gottingen triumph, demonstrating yet again the
virtues of sensible staging which just lets the music and the
drama get on with it; it is a thousand pities that there is no
recording.
The first concert to introduce Handel's German
contemporaries was a morning harpsichord recital by
Andreas Staier in the Nikolaikirche (Gottingen is particularly well endowed with delightful churches). Playing
a fine resonant Neupert instrument, Staier gave us Suites
5 and 8 from Handel's 1720 set, and pieces by J.C. F.
Fischer, Reincken and J. S. Bach. It was all done with
flair, and was well received by an audience which filled
the church, even at 11 am.

The same afternoon, in the
University Hall, Bach and Handel were
set against each other, again with the
Hanover Band and McGegan, and a
good Anglo-German team of singers.
The music consisted of each
composer's setting of the story of the
moral choice presented to the young
Hercules, Bach's Hercules auf dem
Scheidewege (1733) and Handel's The
Choice of Hercules (1750). It was a
fascinating piece of programming: the
Bach, composed to a fairly feeble
libretto, has many movements which
are familiar, in more interesting
scoring, from the Christmas Oratorio;
Handel's piece is much more adventurous, and although no contest was
intended, Handelians were nevertheless convinced that their man won
this particular bout. The Hanover Band
sounded a mite under-rehearsed in this
concert (i.e., really authentic, perhaps?
the horns in the first number of the
Bach whooped most unsteadily), but
the singing was excellent both from the
soloists and the Wilhelmshavener
Vokalensemble.
The big event of this first full day
was a perlormance of Belshazzar in the
St Johannis-Kirche. First-rate forces
had been assembled: James Bowman
as Daniel, Lynne Dawson as Nitocris,
Eirian James as Cyrus, Robert Chafin
as Belshazzar, and Nathan Berg as
Gobrias; the choir was a well-drilled
RIAS Kammerchor, the orchestra the
Akademie filr alte Musik, Berlin. The
work was sung in the 1751 version,
complete, in Donald Burrows's edition. Marcus Creed paced it with a
proper sense of drama, and the singing
and playing were excellent. Bowman
was at his incomparable best, and the
other soloists were of equal power. The
applause was thunderous, and the best
compliment one can pay the perlormance is that we all came away deeply
moved by a masterpiece.
On the Sunday morning there was a
festival service in St Paulus, in which
items were sung from Laudate pueri
(HWV 237), the Dettingen Te Deum,
and Messiah ('Hallelujah'). Professor

Klaus Hofmann of Gottingen gave the
'Wissenschaftlicher Festvortrag' on the
theme of the festival; in his talk he
discussed four of Handel's German
contemporaries - Keiser, Mattheson,
Telemann and Bach - and their relationship to his music.
In the evening the excellent earlyinstrument band Concerto Koln gave a
delightful concert in the University
Hall, featuring two Handel organ
concertos (HWV 309 and 295) and
works by W. F. Bach and Telemann,
concluding with an impressive G-rninor
symphony by J. C. Bach - hardly a
contemporary of Handel, but significant
as another German composer who
made a brilliant career in England.
There were also two 'Nachtkonzerte' one by the St Petersburg Brass Quintet,
the other by the Wilhelmshavener
Vokalensemble -which I did not attend
but which were reported to be first-rate.
Gottingen in I 996 thus maintained
its traditional excellence in a delightful
setting. It deserves to attract more
support from British and American
Handelians: as we have said before in
these pages, 'highly recommended'.
Next year's festival, from 30 May to 2
June 1997, is devoted to 'Handels
Italianita' (not translatable!); cantatas
will feature prominently, and the opera
is to be Serse. Information can be had
from the Biiro der Gottinger HandelGesellschaft e. V., Hainholzweg 3-5,
D-37085 Gottingen.

HALLE
So to Halle, where several hardworking Handel editors, including your
reviewer, did a couple of days' work in
the HHA office, ending with a meeting
of the Editorial Board, before settling
down to enjoy another celebration of
the master's works in his birthplace.
As is now the custom, the festival
opened with the Handel prize award
ceremony, preceded by an address by
the charming multilingual Oberbiirgermeister, Klaus Rauen, whose English,
French and Italian are admirable: he
greeted guests from abroad in all these

languages, as well as in his native
German.
This was followed by the premiere
of the opera, Tolomeo, in a new edition
by Michael Pocholke, who has just
joined the editorial staff of the HHA.
The cast included the distinguished
countertenor Axel Kohler as Tolomeo,
Linda Perillo as Seleuce, Romelia
Lichtenstein as Elisa, Brian Bannantyne-Scott as Araspe, and Jennifer
Lane as Alexandra. All sang well, and
the Handelfestspielorchester was in
good form; the conductor was the
experienced Englishman Howard
Arman, who gave a stylish and wellpaced perlormance. It should, therefore, have been a good evening, and if
one shut one's eyes it very largely was.
But, alas, here we were again in the
toils of Producer's Opera; Anthony
Pilavachi had, you see, a Concept.
What this was never became clear. The
set was the interior of a cylindrical
tower lined with tiles (someone
unkindly remarked that we now knew
where the old tiles from the Interhotel
bathrooms had gone when they
updated it); a door opened at the back
to reveal the sky and the world outside.
All the characters remained on stage all
the time, so of course when one of
them was singing the others had
business to do, so that the audience
should not be bored by having to
concentrate on the singer or his or her
music (all those tiresome 'da capo'
arias!).
The business centred on a Theme,
which was clearly part of the Concept.
The Theme was suitcases. Each character had his or her own, in a tasteful
shade of brown, and spent the happy
hours of the opera's duration unpacking it, and repacking it when the
contents had been scrutinised. In his
suitcase Araspe, the villain, had
changes of clothes, including a contraption which looked part bird-cage,
part the hoops that ladies once wore to
support their skirts. Tolomeo had some
fluffy toy sheep, Elisa various bits of
make-up and a quantity of roses.
Alessandro had flat, cut-out models of

Egyptian soldiers (dressed in ancient
Egyptian costume but carrying
revolvers, of course: they always do,
don't they, when relevance to modern
times has to be emphasised?); he also
had a telescope (Nelson at the Nile,
perhaps?). Seleuce had paper butterflies, so naturally the lustful Araspe
pursued her on one occasion with a
butterfly-net. Oh yes, there was also a
small boy as Cupid (not in Handel's
cast-list), who clowned around with the
rest of the cast at various points in the
action, having appeared at the
beginning before the curtain rose to
recite the argument from the libretto
(quite a good idea, that). And in Act II
Araspe produced a large mouse-trap,
into which he eventually thrust one of
Alessandro' s toy soldiers.
But the producer did at least know
his operatic history: Faustina and
Cuzzoni once fought on stage (though
not in this opera), so the girls had a
good set-to in Act III as a sop to
authenticity. At the end, all the cast
moved to the open door at the back of
the set, looked out, were clearly
affrighted, and fled back inside,
frantically slamming the shutters; it
was explained to me afterwards by
Brian Bannantyne-Scott (Araspe) that
they were supposed to feel safer inside
the little world in which their drama
had been played out, than in the real
world.
So what was the Concept? An
American colleague did, I think, hit
upon the right interpretation: the tiled
tower was a lunatic asylum, and the
suitcases contained the characters'
obsessions. So Tolomeo, who spends
much of the opera disguised as a
shepherd, was deeply involved with his
toy sheep, Alessandro was missing his
army, hence the toy soldiers ... Need I
go on, gentle reader? You will have got
the spirit of it. Our friend Winton Dean
opined that of all of the Handel opera
productions that he had seen (about
120!) this was the worst. Surely, before
long, opera managements
and
producers alike must tire of such
nonsense. Axel Kohler seemed rather

bemused by all the gallimaufry, as well
he might, and he was not quite on top
form; Romelia Lichtenstein began too
skittishly but got better as the opera
progressed; the others were all very
competent, although the Italian diction
was often unclear.
The Friday evening brought a programme of concertos by Handel and
Telemann, given by the Wiener
Akademie under Martin Haselbock,
then a late-night open-air concert of
vocal music from four centuries, by the
King's Singers in the courtyard of the
Moritzburg. This was a very mixed
bag, from Morley, Gibbons and
Monteverdi to Schubert, African music
by Stanley Glasser, and 'Arrangements
in close harmony'. The singing was, of
course, superb, the music better in the
first half than in the second.
Then to the Goethe-Theater at BadLauchstiidt, always a treat at the Halle
festival. In torrid heat (it must have
been 37° to 40°C inside) we were
treated to a show which made the
physical suffering worthwhile and
consoled us for the stupidity of the
Tolomeo production. This was a superb
performance of Rodelinda by a fine
cast, including the countertenor Daniel
Taylor as Bertarido and Cyndia Sieden
in the title-role; the orchestra was La
Stagione Frankfurt, under their experienced conductor Michael Schneider.
On the small early 19th-century
stage we had more or less bare sets,
simple costumes and a minimum of
action - indeed, it was a little too stiff
at times. More might have been made
of the original machinery available in
this theatre for moving flats to change
scenery: not doing so meant some
untimely pauses between scenes and
even the dropping of the proscenium
curtain - which was a pity and quite
unnecessary. But the singing was
superb, and the many great moments in
this wonderful opera, especially the
great climax at the close of Act II, were
most movingly done: at this point your
reviewer's handkerchief served not
only to mop up perspiration.
The visit to Bad Lauchstiidt meant

that we had to miss other attractions the annual ceremony at the Handel
statue in Halle and a concert of Bach,
Handel and Mondonville by Les
Musiciens du Louvre under Marc
Minkowski. But most of us were at the
gala concert at the Opera House in the
evening, given by Nancy Argenta, Alex
Kohler and the man who is billed as the
only true soprano countertenor (is that a
meaningful description? what else
could one call him?) in the world, with
the impressive name of Max Emmanuel
von Vojnic-Cencic, from Zagreb. The
mezzo-soprano Ulrike Helzel, originally on the programme, could not
appear because of illness, so some
advertised items had to be omitted.
This was, nevertheless, a most
enjoyable occasion, Howard Arman
conducting the Hiindelfestspielorchester with the Stadtsingerchor. We had
the D-major Water Music, Zadok the
Priest (never have I seen a choir look
so unenthusiastic in this piece, though
it sounded well) and a selection of
lollipops from Samson ('Let the bright
Seraphim' and 'Let their celestial
concerts'), Belshaz,zar, Rinaldo, Giulio
Cesare and Alcina. The pure soprano
voice of Vojnic-Cencic, singing numbers from Goffredo's part in Rinaldo,
was quite astonishing and brought the
house down.
A few braver spirits attended instead
a concert commemorating the bicentenary of the birth of another local
hero, Carl Loewe. The work was his
oratorio Die Festzeiten (1826-36), and
the impression it made upon one of our
colleagues was that its decent obscurity
was indeed merited.
Sunday brought the customary
festival service in the Marktkirche,
during which items from Messiah were
performed. The annual members'
meeting of the Georg-FriedrichHiindel-Gesellschaft was introduced by
a short recital featuring Emma Kirkby,
Micaela Comberti (baroque violin) and
Lars Ulrich Mortensen (harpsichord),
who gave us the spurious violin sonata
in F (HWV 370) and four of the nine
German arias. Needless to say, Miss

Kirkby was radiantly superb in the
arias.
In the afternoon the Kammerorchester C. P. E. Bach gave an
orchestral concert in the Marktkirche
'in memoriam Wilhelm Friedemann
Bach', who was organist there from
1746 to 1764. The sound was heavy
and muddled, because the building is
resonant and the orchestra uses modem
instruments. We had a series of
sinfonie by W. F. Bach, which were an
interesting mixture of c. 1750 stylistic
adventurousness and an inability to go
anywhere really significant. When as
an encore they played the famous air
from J. S. Bach's Suite in D, we were
reminded very forcibly who was the
boss; a second encore, a piece by C. P.
E. Bach, was also more interesting
than the efforts of his older brother.
I did not attend the Messiah
performance, which was given by the
Gabrieli Consort and Players under
Paul McCreesh, but I was told it was
excellent and one of the fastest on
record. I was at the recital in the
delightfully intimate concert-room in
the Handelhaus, where Emma Kirkby
and colleagues repeated the music they
had performed in the morning, with
another spurious work - a trio sonata
in F to which Bernd Baselt wisely
refrained from giving an HWV number
- and two superbly sung cantatas
(HWV 138 and 173).
The Wissenschaftliche Konferenz
was held in the Handelhaus on the
Monday and Tuesday mornings. Its
theme was 'Handel als Instrumentalkomponist', and the Anglo-American
contingent was prominent in the papers
read: Donald Burrows, Howard
Serwer, Graydon Beeks, Richard King,
John Roberts and Terence Best all
contributed.
The last concert we attended proved
to be one of the most interesting. This
was Keiser's Masaniello furioso
( 1706), with the superb soprano Ann
Monoyios as the heroine Mariane. It
was to have been staged, but for
various reasons, mostly financial, this
was not possible, so we had a concert

performance instead. The opera has a
good libretto and a most interesting
score. Handel was much influenced by.
Keiser and borrowed liberally from
him, although according to John
Roberts there are in his works no direct
borrowings from Masaniello (so
Handel may have left Hamburg before
it was performed). The music is attractive, with some remarkable scoring for
woodwind instruments, and one can
see why Handel was so impressed by
the older composer; but by not being
staged the opera lost much of its
effectiveness, as the plot is very
dramatic.
Meanwhile some of us had been
again to Bad Lauchstadt, in the
afternoon, for a fine performance of
Don Giovanni, which was not given as
part of the festival but is a repertory
piece of the Goethe-Theater. It was
fascinating to hear the familiar work in
a theatre built so soon after its
composition and in which it might
have been performed (in fact the
theatre opened in 1802 with La
clemenza di Tito, which we heard there
a few years ago). The orchestra was
small but complete (trombones outside
the stage door!), and the opera fitted
well into the theatre's limited space.
There were also other concerts
which it was not possible to attend:
Halle provides a cornucopia of music
at these festivals, and its pride in its
favourite son shows no sign of fading.
Terence Best

THE 'HANDEL ORGAN' AT
STLAWRENCE WHITCHURCH,
LITTLE STANMORE,
MIDDLESEX

It is not often given to an organ builder
to be associated with an instrument so
definitely connected with the work of a
composer, still less one of Handel's
stature. The significance of the organ
was impressed on the writer as he

researched its history, for this must be
one of the most written-about organs,
certainly of its size, in the world. Some
of this significance starts to evaporate
as one digs further; Handel was only
associated with Cannons for about 18
months, and the importance later
attached to the organ has more to do
with Handel's mythic status in British
culture than with his achievements at
Cannons. Even so, there is an important body of work which this organ can
help to illuminate.
The organ Handel knew was a
chamber organ of seven stops. It had a
four-foot front, that is, the speaking
length of the longest pipe (C of the
Principal) is about four feet long. The
organ was originally 11' 811 tall (5' 10"
above, and 5' I 0" below the impost), 6 1
6 11 wide, and 3' 0" deep. It stands in a
space behind the altar at the east end of
the church, raised about a metre above
the floor. The stage area (or 'organ
room', as it is called in the
18th-century church records) has a
plastered surface, with curved back
wall and ceiling which are quite
effective in projecting the sound
through the proscenium arch, framed
by paired Corinthian columns. The
Duke's pew, on the axis at the west
end and at gallery level, also has a
curved back wall and ceiling, no doubt
giving him an acoustic advantage.
Apart from being perfectly proportioned to its space, the size and
position of the organ are obviously
related to its function as a continuo
instrument. Even so, present experience suggests that it was capable also
of filling the small church with sound.
The space allowed for the musicians
next to the organ has been reduced,
perhaps considerably. The organ room
is 6.76m wide and 4.77m deep. The
organ is now about 2.45m from the
front of the stage, but the front edge
was originally about 80cm further
forward, in line with the front of the
columns, not the back. The organ is
flanked by two paintings, almost as tall
as the organ itself, attached to, and in
line with, the back of the case. For

access through the doors at the back of
the organ room, these paintings and the
organ cannot be further back than they
are at present. It is possible that the
space behind the old case ( 1.40m to the
back wall), now used for the Swell
organ and the Pedal Bourdon, could
have been used for the bellows, but in
a chamber organ these could equally
well have been within the case. Since
the paintings are supposed to have
come from the chapel at Cannons at
the demolition in 1747, it is possible
that Handel would have played with
the organ another 1.20m further back,
which would have given a space of
about 6.76m wide and 3.65m deep
(4.45m to the front edge), with more
space either side of the organ for the
musicians.
From 1847 up to the present the
organ has been relentlessly worked on,
rebuilt and altered, so that of the
original instrument all that remains are
the case and front pipes, three octaves
of the original keyboard and most of a
rank of tapered pipes, now the Swell
Open Diapason, probably the original
Open Diapason. Unfortunately, the
documentary evidence which would be
useful for building up a picture of the
original organ is lacking; the earliest
dates from the middle of the 19th
century.
The new organ by Martin Goetze
and Dominic Gwynn was finished in
October 1994. It has the following
stops:

GREAT (GG CAA D to d"': 52 notes)
Open Diapason
(GG to B shared with Stopt Diap)
Stopt Diapason
(GG to B wood, c to d"' metal)
Principal
(CD toe', old pipes in the front)
Flute
(stopped, GG AA wood, C D to d"'
metal)
Twelfth (open metal)
Fifteenth
Sesquialtera (3 ranks bass, GG to b)
Comet (3 ranks treble, c' to d"')

GG
C

c'

I 3/5'
2'
2 213'

II
11/3'

III

I 3/5'

l l13'

2'

I 3/5'

I'

SWELL (as Great)
Open Diapason
(GG to B with Stop Diap, c to d'"
old)
Stopt Diapason (stopped wood)
Principal
(tapered open metal pipes as Open
Diap)
Nason Flute (stopped wood)
Fifteenth (Great principal scale)
Comet

(2 ranks: 2 213'and l 3/5', c' to d'")
Trumpet (full length from GG, bugled)
PEDAL (CD to d': 26 notes)
Bourdon (stopped wood)
Swell to Great
Great to Pedals
Swell to Pedals
The organ is intended to be a plausible
recreation of the organ that Handel
knew, with extensions in the same
style for its current use as a parish
church organ. The Great is intended to
be what was available to Handel; it is
contained within the old case.

••
••
••
•••

□

□

Rimbault lists the organ amongst
those built by Gerard Smith, an
attribution repeated elsewhere and
confirmed by comparing the pipemaker's pitch marks on the front pipes
and the Swell Open with known Gerard
Smith pipes, notably those surviving at
Sedgefield, which are very characteristic. The present Swell Open Diapason
also has Smith marks, and a second set
which may be Abraham Jordan's,
perhaps indicating some association
with this organ while he was working
on that in the chapel at Cannons Park
(now at Gosport).
Gerard Smith, a nephew of Father
Smith, was thought well of by Handel.
Not only was he commissioned by the
Duke of Chandos, who was eager to
use the best craftsmen available, but he
subsequently won the contract to make
an organ for St George's, Hanover
Square, Handel's parish church, built in
1724-5 and tested and approved by
Handel, Croft and John Weldon. He
was not as prolific as his contemporaries Abraham Jordan, John Harris,
John Byfield and Richard Bridge, but
he must have been considered good
enough. It may be that he made the
chamber organ at Wollaton Hall near
Nottingham, an organ which would
have been known to James Brydges's
second wife Cassandra (nee Myddleton
and, for her first thirty years, resident at
Wollaton). The pipes at Whitchurch
and the surviving parts at Finedon
parish church (attributed to Gerard
Smith, but more likely by Bernard,
c.1705) show a highly competent and
characteristic builder, and a style well
worth perpetuating.
The new organ is based as far as
possible on the evidence from the
original organ. Where evidence from
the remains or the archival evidence
was lacking, clues were found at
Finedon or from organs of a similar
date, such as those at Adlington Hall
(possibly Gerard Smith, c.1695),
Stanford on Avon (action parts
Swarbrick, c.1735), and Christ Church
Spitalfields (Bridge, 1733). The stoplist
is as recorded in the collection of the

St Lawrence Whitchurch (completed 1716)

Revd J. H. Sperling in about 1850. At
that time William Hill had added a
swell organ and pedals, but otherwise
nothing seems to have been altered
since the organ was built. The church
records contain references to the organ,
but until 1847 there is no reference to
anything more radical than tuning and
repairs. There is nothing unusual about
the stops, and they fit nicely into the
case.
The original compass was probably
GG C AA D to d"', i.e., 52 notes, which
is the usual compass for smaller organs
by 1715. The pitch is A433Hz at
17.5°C, from the evidence of the front
pipes, which were not used after the
1877 rebuild. This is somewhat higher
than the usual l 8th-century pitch,
which seems to have been close to
A425Hz. It is in any case quite interesting that it is at the low pitch, rather
than the high pitch used by Bernard
Smith in his church organs - and by

Gerard at St George, Hanover Square,
in 1725 if the contract was followed:
the words 'Consort fflute pitch' were
crossed out and 'Church pitch off [as
in] the Organ of St Paul London'
substituted (Richard Platt, B/0S
Journal, xvii, 36).
The tuning is now an irregular tempered tuning devised for the performance of Handel's music by Mark
Lindley. This fitted the original front
pipes quite neatly. It is a compromise
tuning, flexible enough to play in all the
keys but accommodating the tierce rank
in the comets.
The voicing of the Principal front
pipes had not been disturbed since 1877
and looked more or less unaltered from
their original state. The new pipes are
copied from these exactly, so that I'
pipes (for instance), taken from any
part of the organ, even the mutation
ranks of the mixture, are of exactly
equivalent tone and volume. The sound

is forthright, without being loud or with
the pronounced speech of modem neoclassical organs. The Twelfth and the
fifth and third ranks in the Mixture
reinforce harmonic richness; full organ
is really quite pungent, and very
characteristic of all the organs that
Handel would have known.
The Open Diapason on the Swell is
an original rank, a narrow scaled open
rank with a slight taper (the only
pre-Victorian English tapered rank surviving). We found its keen and stringy
sound an unlikely basis for the Great
chorus, and since there were other
problems about its provenance we decided to make it the basis of the Swell
chorus. We chose to put metal flutes on
the Great, and wooden flutes on the
Swell. A variety of Handelian effects
are available, with the knowledge that
something like the original organ is
contained within the 1716 case.
The keyboard is based on the
surviving fragment which since 1877
has been displayed as Handel's
keyboard, probably correctly, though
only three octaves remain, the rest
presumably having been filched by
souvenir hunters. In 1877 the frame of
the lower case was cut away for an
enlarged console opening. When this
was dismantled, the structure of the
original frame, with uprights on either
side of the keys, was revealed. The new
keyboard, with its GG short octave
compass, fitted the space exactly.
Although the key spacing is almost the
same as the modem standard, the
natural heads are only 36mm long.
Visits to the organ should be
arranged through Revd Paul Reece
(0181-952 0019). More information
about the organ, including technical
details of the surviving parts, are
available in a report from Martin
Goetze and Dominic Gwynn (01909
485635). I have also collected evidence
about the church as a focus for the
attention of Handel lovers (e.g., the
'Harmonious Blacksmith') and the
Cummings debunking of the myth.
Dominic Gwynn

THEODORA
AT GLYNDEBOURNE

This was, astonishingly, the first
Glyndebourne production of any work
by Handel (the 1966 Jephtha was an
unhappy last-minute import from
Germany). Whether it was appropriate
to begin with an oratorio rather than an
opera is debatable; given the decision,
the choice of Theodora, a music-drama
of immense power on several levels,
human and spiritual, made sense. The
fact that Handel did not stage it leaves
the producer with a number of options,
always provided he does not betray the
letter and spirit of the score. We do not
need a recreation of the age of
Diocletian, in whose reign Theodora
was martyred; the conflict between
individual conscience and submission
to brute force takes place on a universal
plane.
Peter Sellars places it quite specifically in the United States of today:
soldiers in battle fatigues with name
tags, Valens, the 'President' of
Antioch, identified with one or other
recent inhabitant of the White House,
execution by lethal injection. One halfexpected an allusion to Waco and the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms. This runs the risk of diminishing the conflict by localising it and
evoking
extraneous
associations.
Sellars does not stop there; he must add
his personal signature. He begins with a
piece of gratuitous silliness: a press
conference at which Valens, attended
by a television crew, suffers a heart
attack in the middle of an aria but goes
on singing while a team of paramedics
pump injections into him as he lies on a
stretcher. This is the cue for
caricaturing him as a buffoon; in the
opening scene of Act II he is too drunk
to sing the right notes, while the chorus
stagger about brandishing beer cans.
The music depicts Valens as a vicious
tyrant, the Roman chorus as a crowd of
uninhibited pleasure-loving extroverts;
as usual Handel, far from loading the
dice, cannot withhold sympathy from
the heathen. The work is unbalanced
(and Handel betrayed) from the start.

An equally deadly defect was the
limp pacing throughout. The recitatives
were dragged intolerably, with long
pauses that also intervened between
scenes, between movements, and
even in some arias, further slowed by
an excess of rallentandos and overindulgent cadenzas. Hence the dramatic
tension, instead of building up from
one movement to another, evaporated
completely. The action lost all forward
impulse and degenerated into a string
of beautiful numbers. We always knew
in advance what was going to happen
in the next scene. Anyone unfamiliar
with Theodora, which must include
most audiences and apparently a fair
proportion of critics, might suppose
that this is the right way to perform an
oratorio, whereas the action in
Theodora if properly paced is intensely
dramatic and should keep every listener
on the edge of his seat, especially in the
last two acts. A brisk approach is all the
more necessary since Theodora, by the
nature of its subject, contains a high
proportion of slow arias and choruses,
some of them exceptionally long.
Moreover the version performed was a
good deal longer than any of Handel's.
Very early in the original 1750 run perhaps even before it in some cases he cut at least four arias and considerably shortened four more. In his
only revival, in 1755, he made further
drastic cuts but added two movements
in Act III, probably put together by the
younger Smith. Glyndebourne included everything, the 1755 additions as
well as the entire 1750 score.
Sellars endeavoured to compensate
and liven things up by superimposing a
good deal of stage activity - soldiers
rushing in and out with machine-guns,
Didymus and Septimius collecting
discarded newspapers and empty beer-cans while the latter was singing
'Descend, kind pity', prolonged preparations for the execution on stage even
before Valens' s final verdict at the trial
which served little purpose except to
distract attention from the music. The
incessant semaphoring of both soloists
and chorus - suggesting a mixture of

racecourse tick-tack, deaf and dumb
language and bathroom callisthenics soon became tiresomely mannered and
sometimes ludicrous. In the superb
finale of Act II, at the words 'Rise,
youth, he said', half a dozen youths
began to rise, followed by the collective
bowing of a whole gaggle of matrons.
During 'How strange their ends', in
which the Romans marvel at the
fortitude of the condemned pair, the
chorus popped up and down from their
seats at each vocal entry like
jack-in-the-boxes. One could of course
avert one's eyes, but that is a counsel of
despair in the theatre. At least in the
final duet the victims were strapped
down and unable to wave their arms
about.
Sadly all this undermined what was
in most respects a superb musical

performance, with excellent playing
from the Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment (conducted on this_
occasion - 17 June - by Harry Bicket in
William Christie's regrettable absence
through illness), splendid attack from
the chorus, who are required to
memorise a vast amount of music, and
three outstanding soloists. Frode Olsen
had no chance to make sense of V alens,
and Jamie MacDougall was a rather
rough-edged Septimius, but Dawn
Upshaw was a touching Theodora,
combining pure tone with a radiant
innocence that never became mawkish.
David Daniels's firm and even
countertenor did full justice to
Didymus's music, apart from a rare
hoot at one or two ill-advised ornaments. Best of all perhaps was Lorraine
Hunt's Irene. This is not the most

dramatic of parts, but she infused it
with great intensity and a beautifully
controlled line, even when required to
rush frantically round the stage during
her first aria in Act III. There was a
certain amount of questionable but not
obtrusive rescoring. George Tsypin's
set, a white box with four large decanters of antique aspect, was perfectly
apt; but why waste time shifting them
around between scenes when the
action should continue without pause?
Glyndebourne, old and new, has always
been the perfect theatre for Handel; let
us have some more, under a producer
who abjures ego-trips and approaches
the composer with a measure of
humility.
Winton Dean

HANDEL AND HIS RIVALS
Conference at King's College London
30 November and 1 December 1996

The third Handel Institute conference
begins at 6.30 pm on Saturday 30
November and ends at 5.30 pm on
Sunday 1 December. Details of the
programme and booking arrangements
are given on a separate sheet
(enclosed). Here we present brief
abstracts of the papers to be delivered.
Those interested in attending the
conference may also like to know of
the following events at around the
same time:
Friday 29 November, Institute of
Historical Research, Senate House,
Malet Street, WC 1: Twelfth Annual
Study-Day on Music in 18th-Century
Britain (contact Claire Sharpe,
Faculty of Music, King's College
London; tel. 0171-701 8038).
Saturday 30 November, at King's
College London: Royal Musical

Association one-day conference on
Music Scholarship and Information
Technology (contact Lisa Whistlecroft,
Department of Music, Lancaster
University, Lancaster, LAI 4YW; tel.
01524 592614; fax 01524 593939;
email CTlmusib@lancaster.ac.uk).
Sunday 1 December, 7 pm at Covent
Garden: performance of Messiah by
The English Concert, directed by
Trevor Pinnock (see separate leaflet
enclosed); proceeds in aid of The
Handel House Trust. Visits to
Handel's House, lasting 45-60
minutes, can be arranged on Monday
to Friday from 9 am to 5 pm;
conference delegates wishing to make
a visit should contact Dr Julie Anne
Sadie, 12 Lyndhurst Road, London,
NW3 5NL (tel. 0171-435 2482 or
0958 325747; fax 0171-435 6481) in
advance.

Graydon Beeks
Additional Notes on
Ariosti's London Years

Three discoveries prompt a new examination of the music of this important
colleague and rival of Handel, on
whom little has been published since
1981. The first is a volume of six
apparently late cantatas in Los
Angeles which, though identfied by
the late Dennis Libby, have never
been described in print: they will be
inventoried and discussed in this
paper. The second is a manuscript at
Berkeley of Ariosti' s most successful
London opera, Caio Marzio Coriolano
(premiered in January 1723). The
score preserves the original version of
the opera, without recitative, and also
shows that Ariosti made hitherto
unknown changes to accommodate his
singers, including transposing and

Attilio Ariosti, engraving by J. Simon (17 L9)
after painting by E. Seeman, Jnr.

rewriting several arias for Cuzzoni
(who_ was making her debut that
season) and for Anastasia Robinson.
Finally, two scores of Ariosti' s Tito
Manlio (1716) have been identified,
one of which belonged to Charles
Jennens but is currently inaccessible to
scholars; that Handel made use of it
seems likely because the aria 'Se
manca la rugiada' appears to have been
the source for the 'Pifa' in Messiah.

Guido Birnberg
Handel's Rival Friend Telemann

This paper focusses on the philosophical and ethical background to the
long, friendly relations between Handel
and Telemann. It elucidates the relationship by putting special emphasis on
the friendship cults ('Freundschaftskulte') that were particularly popular
during the early German Enlightenment. The paper aims to point out the
special correlation between friendship,
rivalry and tolerance. Included in the
musico-historical and sociological
approaches of analysis are text as well
as music examples. As a result, the
issue in question is analysed as a special
tendency that acquired a model function
in the 18th century, especially in the
German-speaking cultural region.

Donald Burrows

David Hunter

'Harmony is Harmony, let men judge
ever so ridiculously of Musick'

Handel as Victim:
Composer-Publisher Relations and the
Discourse of Musicology

The correspondence of James Harris
(l 709-80) has recently become available; it includes many new letters
referring to Handel, and to musical and
theatrical activity in London from
c. 1735 onwards. Harris' s circle of
friends and relations were supporters
of Handel's music, and the letters give
a valuable insight into the attitudes of
the London audience for his operas
and oratorios. The paper will examine
particularly the references to opposition to Handel's musical activities in
London, and the responses of the
composer and his supporters.

Xavier Cervantes
'Touching Handel yields to trifling
Hasse': Handel, the Opera of the
Nobility, and the New Style - Some
New Insights

This paper aims to re-examine the
difference between, on the one hand,
Handel's operatic and general vocal
style and, on the other, that of his rivals
of the so-called Neapolitan school
(especially during the competition with
the Opera of the Nobility), as it was
perceived by contemporary writers.
Drawing on a number of testimonies
written between the early 1730s and
the 1780s, both from famous works by
musicians and musical historians and
especially from more obscure or
unknown satirical literature, the paper
attempts to show the evolution of the
comparison between the two idioms
and to highlight the important role it
played in the constitution of the
Handelian legend.

In comparison with the few oblique
references to Handel's sexual orientation made by his biographers, the
mentions received by the Walshes and
other publishers are plentiful and
direct, though hardly complimentary.
The consistent trope is that Handel
was victimized, particularly by John
Walsh, Sr. An examination of the
claims and evidence reveals numerous
errors and contradictions; of equal
importance, it exposes the prejudice
and presumptions of biographers.
Why was it necessary to demonize
music publishers? The story-telling
needs of biographers inevitably were
framed by the favoured binaries of
romantic and post-romantic historical
writing, notably art v. commerce and
constraint v. freedom. These are manifest in a lack of understanding of the
market and legal conditions of Handel's
time, a reification of the texts as well as
the artist, and a reluctance to propose or
adopt a viable model of text
dissemination. In highlighting the
contingent nature of biography, this
paper may serve both as a caution when
reading statements about publishing
and as the wrecking-ball of the image
of Handel as publishers' dupe.

H. Diack Johnstone
Handel and his Bellows-blower

In dealing with Handel's relations with
his English contemporaries we are
faced with a mass of floating tradition,
the exact details of which it is difficult
to ascertain and impossible to verify.
By no means all the anecdotage is
apocryphal, however, and in this paper
the author will examine such evidence
as there is, concentrating in particular
on that which concerns Handel and the
young English organist Maurice Greene
(l 696-1755), whom he evidently be-

friended not long after his arrival in
London and of whom, later, he is said
never to have spoken 'without some
injurious epithet'.

Richard G. King
John Ernest Galliard's
'The Happy Captive'

This paper announces the discovery in
the Bibliotheque nationale, Paris, of a
manuscript full score of Galliard's
comic opera The Happy Captive
( 1741). The work, Galliard' s final
collaboration with Lewis Theobald, is a
minor landmark in the history of opera:
it is a very early example of a 'Turkish'
opera, and, as originally performed, it
included an intermezzo, the first true
English example of the genre. The
paper will trace the later history of that
intermezzo in works by Thomas
Augustine Arne, present selections
from Galliard's score and, finally,
explore the possibility that the Paris
manuscript is Galliard's holograph.

Thomas McGeary
Handel, Prince Frederick, and the
Opera of the Nobility Reconsidered

One of Handel's operatic rivals was the
Opera of the Nobility, with which he
competed for four seasons between
1733/34 and 1736/37. It is still widely
stated (apparently following Deutsch
and Newman Flower) that the Opera of
the Nobility was established with
Frederick, Prince of Wales, at its head
as a form of political opposition to
Handel and the King. Various revisions
of this account have been offered by
W. C. Smith, Alan Yorke-Long and
Carole Taylor. Marshalling a wide
range of evidence and lines of
argument, this paper will attempt to
show definitively that the revisionist
account is correct and that the
conventional account of the politically
motivated origin of the Opera of the
Nobility and Frederick's opposition to
Handel is, in large part, a fiction.

Graham Pont
William Babel!: Colleague or
Competitor at the Keyboard?

A WARDS FOR RESEARCH
AND PERFORMANCE

Babell, a shadowy figure, was
Handel's first significant English disciple. While their association is poorly
documented, their music preserves
clear signs of professional rivalry and
possibly co-operation too. Important
evidence is found in Babell's edition
of the Celebrated Lessons ( 1717) and
a partly autograph manuscript in the
British Museum, Add. MS 71209 (c.
1715?). These together reveal that
Babell was not just a gifted imitator
but an outright plagiarist: the famous
setting of 'Vo' far guerra' can now be
ascribed to Handel himself. Babell's
technical rivalry, however, possibly
prompted Handel's puzzling revision
ofthefinalcadenza(c. 1717-21).

The Handel Institute invites
cations:

John H. Roberts
Handel and Bononcini:
Chronicle of a Musical Relationship

Despite their celebrated rivalry
Handel and Bononcini are bound
together by many musical connections. Fifteen years younger than
Bononcini, Handel was partly guided
by his example in forming his Italian
style and later veered closer to him in
competing for the favour of the
London public. He also borrowed
many musical ideas from Bononcini,
beginning probably in his early
German years and continuing into his
old age. Because of Bononcini' s
widespread popularity, however,
Handel's appropriations tended to be
more consistently transformative and
probably less numerous than those
from more provincial figures like
Keiser. Comparison of some of the
more substantive borrowings with
their sources illuminates the profound
differences that nonetheless separate
the two composers.

appli-

• for Handel Institute Awards (up to
£1000) in support of research projects
involving the life or works of Handel
or his contemporaries: deadline 1
September 1997.

• for the 1997 Byrne Award (up to
£1000) intended to support the
performance of Handel's music and
assist young professional musicians at
the start of their careers: deadline 31
December 1996.

The American Handel Society
invites applications from advanced
graduate students or scholars at an
early stage in their career for the 1997

J.

Merrill
Knapp
Research
Fellowship, an award of $1500 to

support work in the area of Handel or
related studies: deadline 15 March
1997.

Further details on all three awards
from the Honorary Secretary (address
below).

The Handel Institute is a registered
charity (no. 296615). All enquiries
should be addressed to the Secretary:
Professor Colin Timms, Department of
Music, The University of Birmingham,
Edgaston, Birmingham, B/5 27T,
England.
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